Phone spy software user’s guide
HemeTracker is mobile spy software or child tracker application from Hemelix. By this
software you can track a lost phone, find its location, and get a notification when SIM
card is changed (and many other features). To make it working we must install this
software (Hemetracker can be installed to the target phone from Nokia Ovi store) or
from Android Market. The software runs in background all the time. If you want to know
the location of the phone just send a specific SMS to the target phone.
Here is the list of supported features; we are developing all the time so please check
if there is any update about this software from www.hemelix.com/ht or watch youtube
video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PJPemKq_iA
Follow these steps to track a phone
•Install Hemetracker to the target phone, the phone you are going to track
•Update the settings (see settings below) and keep it running in the phone
•Create an account in the Hemelix
•Get the 15 digits IMEI id of the target phone by pressing *#06# when the phone is
in idle mode or send SMS *#htsndim 23456 to the target phone, if you have already
installed this application
•Insert the IMEI id and password you set in the settings to Hemelix data base, My
Devices on upper left corner then add devices
•Send a SMS *#httrkstr 23456 (23456 is assuming password of this application you set)
from any phone to the phone which one you want to track
•Press on the track button (in hemelix tracking page) and see where the target phone is
moving
•You can zoom in zoom out to see more precisely the phone location

•If the target phone is inside room (No GPS connection), you get rough location
Follow these steps to know location via SMS
•Send a SMS with this contents: *#htsndlc 23456 COR assuming 23456 the password
you set when installed the tracker application
•Wait a bit, you will get a reply message with location information
•Target phone will send lattitude and longitude of the traget phone in reply. If we
selected MMS then it will send MMS (google map image) otherwise it will send just
latitude and longitude in a SMS.

Follow these steps to know location map via MMS
•Send a SMS with this contents: *#htsndlc 23456 MMS assuming 23456 the password
you set when installed the tracker application
•Tracked phone will send location map via MMS with zoom level 16, it will not care if
we set what we set in the settings. You can specify zoom level as extra parameter for
example *#htsndlc 23456 MMS 20, 20 will be used in the map zoom level
•Wait a moment, you will get a google map image in reply, you need to have valid
access point in the settings
Follow these steps to get SMS notifications when SIM card is changed
•Check that the settings of tracker application are correct
•Check phone number is in full format, +countrycodeandphonenumber, +880171176543
•Check that autostart feature is ON
Follow these steps to find lost phone nearby
•Send SMS to the target phone with the contents *#htfndph 23456 assuming 23456 was
the password in the tracker application
•Target phone will play loud sound that will help you to find the phone.

Follow these steps to receive an photo around the lost phone
•Send SMS to the target phone with the contents *#htsndph 23456 assuming 23456
was the password in the tracker application
•Target phone will take a photo and send it to the number from where SMS was sent.
•User will not notice it. To make sure it will work you need to set valid access point. If
the target phone is in confined place (for example inside a bag) it will give you a black
image.
Follow these steps to know IMEI ID of target phone
•Send SMS to the target phone with the contents *#htsndim 23456 assuming 23456
was the password in the tracker application
•Target phone sends the IMEI id. IMEI id is necessary if you want to track the phone
with google map service provided by Hemelix.
Follow these steps to track phone with Google map
•Send SMS with the content *#httrkstr 23456 assuming 23456 was the password in the
tracker application
•Lost phone will send location data to Hemelix, if you add the IMEI id of the phone with
the password in Hemelix database you can take a look where is the phone and where it
is moving in real time on Google map. If the phone is in inside then it will shows rough
estimated location and if it is in outside then it will draw a phone image on map and
draw a path where to where it is going. Tracked phone will send location only for 20
minutes and after that it will stop sending any location data. If you want to activate again
you need to send this SMS again. This was done to save battery power.
•If you want to customize this software for your business, please contact us.
Follow these steps to stop tracking phone with Google map
•Send a SMS from any phone with the following contents *#httrkstp 23456
•Tracked phone will stop sending location to hemelix. It can be activated again by
sending another message.

•If you don't send SMS it will stop automatically in 20 minutes

Settings of Hemetracker
This software need some settings, these are:
Access Point Used:
Select the access point which we are planning to use with this software. Best access point
would be 3G access point. If you select wifi that means it may not be valid all the places.
What to send: Two options, send via MMS or Send via SMS. If MMS is selected phone will send
MMS Google map image with location information. If SMS is selected then phone will send a
SMS with location information.
Password:
5 digits number other than 12345.
Notify to:
The number where we send location information when SIM card is changed, this number must
start with + (full number with country code). We get a notification SMS and the current location
of the phone. The SIM information is stored in phone and when we insert new SIM card it will
compare with the stored one. If there is no match it will get the location information and send
SMS

Auto Start:
Auto start the application when phone boot, Yes is default. If you select No then when user
reboot the phone it will not start this application and tracking system will not work.
Not Swap window:
Yes or No, default is Yes, if we select Yes this application will run in background.
If there is any question, please contact via this link http://hemelix.com/contact

